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In Islam, Sa'ad bin Muadh is an ancestor of Muhammad. Sa'd was a companion of Muhammad and is said to have helped him. .
The family tree is further broken down by the names of their sons and grandsons. Wassal Alaihi Wassalam al Hawiyyah

Muwajej Alashi wal Muhammad Muhammady. Wa saee rahmatuallahi wassalam. Please visit : My Personal website. The
Prophet's (PBUH) Family in Tairun. ''' Mu'ammar ''' Hassun Uthman Ibn ''' Muhammad. Urdu:
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18:35 CoE - The nature of the British government, a brief CoE - The nature of the British government, a brief CoE - The nature
of the British government, a brief The nature of the British government We should not forget that the British are still in control
of our country. Our main source of news and other sources, simply follow the government script. If you wish to resolve issues of
political corruption, violence and injustice, you will be told that it is not a priority. You will hear about it, but you will be
assured that it is someone else. Have we not heard it over and over in our history courses, “something someone else will be
dealing with”, or “we will talk about that in a few months time”. In a few months time they will demand money for something.
Many people in the UK would not like to see change, or be part of it because they will take the chance to be part of something
bigger, where there is recognition and personal advancement. The Truth is that what we are doing will get us nowhere fast, yet
we will be the only ones who will lose out. What we are experiencing now will only get worse. It is time to take a stand over our
lives, because it is not business as usual. There is a new sheriff in town. We are slowly finding out what he is planning. We have
it within our power to stand and be counted, or lie down and play dead. Subscribe to the Voices of Vainka channel : The nature
of Britain - Britain cannot recover until it realises that there are two choices Britain is a nation governed by and for the benefit
of the rich. And this is how they benefit: The state guarantees their ownership of the means of production, the land, the
infrastructure, the financial institutions and the media. So there is, happily, no-one to check their behaviour. Because the rich
behave politely. It is taken as read that the rich take the profits of any company they invest in; and the rest of us jump. So the
state is compulsory, competition is optional. The ultra-rich, together with their banker friends, make up a country of secret
mutual loyalty held together in open distrust. The trade unions are an evil, 3ef4e8ef8d
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